PPS Heavy trucks? a probable spark? Dry brush along roadsides that will probably, when natives cleared, be replaced by highly volatile (search “why are California fires so hot now”) mustard weeds, cheatgrass, and Russian Thistle (Tumbleweed) highly invasive, explosive fire fuels that also destroy the soil chemistry, overtaking the fire resistant plants. The mustard has a chemical compound in it that won’t allow fire resistant natives to grow. During the 30’s prairie fires a Russian Thistle would blow high in the air and catch a farmhouse a mile away on fire. In the Bonsall tragedy some of the embers were from 4 miles away. Yes, and we get the high Santa Ana winds and the onshore winds, so checkout every direction what is all around this area. There have been small fires near there. Even a hot manifold can catch those dry weeds afire. Hidden Meadows basically has one way out. Who lives near there? The County doesn’t seem to monitor or enforce its codes like a city. (Eg: The 4” High graffiti on the 30 foot banner in the mustard weed should have been cut by September 1) east of 15 near Champagne Blvd/Mt Meadow Park and Ride, just the other side of the freeway fence is still there after I called the graffiti hotline last week. Surely some County employee must have seen it?

Diamond doesn’t have a reputation for obeying sewage environmental laws.

Well, hope someone reads this.

Ellen Blakeborough
Hidden Meadows voter

Begin forwarded message:

From: ellenblakeborough@gmail.com
Date: October 28, 2019 at 2:28:44 PM PDT
To: David.Sibbet@sdcounty.ca.gov
Subject: Fwd: North County Environmental Resources Site Plan Review

P S I forgot to add, due to past history of this owner, he cannot be trusted to follow the rules.

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: ellenblakeborough@gmail.com
Date: October 28, 2019 at 2:05:41 PM PDT
To: David.Sibbet@sdcounty.ca.gov
Subject: North County Environmental Resources Site Plan Review
Comments-
Just this September on a day there was rain, around 10 pm, I think I saw a cougar off Deer Springs Rd. (Thin but graceful) It needs water and a large native plant habitat. As I have aged I have observed if we take care of our native habitats they will take care of us. Do you want oil from a gas station (conduit goes under 15 for roadside creek that ends at the ocean ) to pollute water going to where your grandkids will swim, surf and pollute the fish you may eat? Don’t you want clean air and water? In LA County my chest hurt by 1pm due to the air quality(friends and relatives died from lung issues due to air quality there(non smokers).
With the winds, the air may blow your way! We need lots of native trees and plants which get moisture from the coastal fog & bring water into the water table(Napa Valley’s grapes lower the water table).They will purify the air so we don’t end up like Carson or Commerce in LA or along 95 going from NYC to Connecticut). The hilltops with trees will slow the fire winds, clean our air, provide for our very own native flora and fauna that make San Diego the lovely place it is.
Please Save Our Cougar!
PS I forgot to add, due to past history of this owner, he cannot be trusted to follow the rules.

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: ellenblakeborough@gmail.com
Date: October 28, 2019 at 2:05:41 PM PDT
To: David.Sibbet@sdcounty.ca.gov
Subject: North County Environmental Resources Site Plan Review

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the County network. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. If you are unsure, forward the email to spam.protection@sdcounty.ca.gov.

Comments-
Just this September on a day there was rain, around 10 pm, I think I saw a cougar off Deer Springs Rd. (Thin but graceful) It needs water and a large native plant habitat. As I have aged I have observed if we take care of our native habitats they will take care of us. Do you want oil from a gas station (conduit goes under 15 for roadside creek that ends at the ocean) to pollute water going to where your grandkids will swim, surf and pollute the fish you may eat? Don’t you want clean air and water? In LA County my chest hurt by 1pm due to the air quality(friends and relatives died from lung issues due to air quality there(non smokers). With the winds, the air may blow your way! We need lots of native trees and plants which get moisture from the coastal fog & bring water into the water table(Napa Valley’s grapes lower the water table). They will purify the air so we don’t end up like Carson or Commerce in LA or along 95 going from NYC to Connecticut. The hilltops with trees will slow the fire winds, clean our air, provide for our very own native flora and fauna that make San Diego the lovely place it is.
Please Save Our Cougar!
Date: Oct 28, 2019

David Sibbet, Planning Manager
County of San Diego - Planning and Development Services
5510 Overland Avenue, Suite 310
San Diego, CA 92123

via mail and email to David.Sibbet@sdcounty.ca.gov

NORTH COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES, SITE PLAN REVIEW, S.O: PDS2008- 3500-08-015, LOG NO. PDS2008-3910-0808012

Dear Mr. Sibbet:

I live in an area that will be significantly impacted by the proposed North County Environmental Resources (NCER) ("Project"). I submit this public comment letter concerning the proposed section 15183 exemption ("Proposed Exemption") as the County of San Diego ("County") should require the applicant, Hilltop Group Inc. ("Applicant"), to prepare an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") for the Project due to its foreseeable significant environmental impacts which will impact my family's and my community's health and well-being. I am dismayed that the County, having determined in 2015 that the Project requires an EIR, now proposes to fast-track environmental review of the Project through an unsupported and inapplicable exemption to limit public participation contrary to CEQA's requirements.

It is inappropriate for the County to base proposed findings supporting the Proposed Exemption on technical reports, many of which are five to ten years old and do not reflect existing baseline conditions, and others which are explicitly drafts or preliminary in nature. The alleged findings of these unreliable reports do not support the necessary findings for the Proposed Exemption. Moreover, many of the technical reports speciously base their analysis on how the Applicant says it will operate the Project instead of the maximum physical uses, thereby violating CEQA's mandate that the worst-case scenario be used to assess a project's foreseeable environmental impacts and wrongly allowing the reports to minimize the Project's impacts. An EIR is needed to ensure that these concerns are addressed and so there is public transparency for this highly-controversial project.

The peculiar presence of an industrial processing facility largely surrounded by residential areas will be disruptive and have myriad significant environmental consequences on nearby residents, including:

- Particulate emissions from demolition and leveling on mountain side as well as from operation of crushing and grinding and material handling equipment outdoors.
- Noise from explosive blasting during construction phase and then the operation phase of crushing and associated equipment on site.
- Operating hours of 5:00 AM - 7:00 PM, 6 days a week contrary to General Plan Policy N-5.2.
- Noise and dust from fully loaded trucks entering and leaving site through Mesa Rock Road, Center City Parkway and the Deer Spring overpass.
- Community is burdened with monitoring and reporting violations including gas emissions, noise, dust, or truck loads in and out. Monitoring equipment not included in project.
- Excessive grading of an iconic hill and rock known by residents with affection as Bear Rock.
- A facility to be perched on high level grade in view of over 6100 residents.

I ask you to convey my concerns listed above and my opposition of the project to PDS Director Mark Wardlaw. I have listed some additional concerns on the reverse of this page.

Signed, Ellen D Blakeborough (Hidden Meadows)

Print Name, Ellen D Blakeborough
Address, 27108 Narcissa Ct, Escondido, CA.